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Dear THHS English 4 HL 2 Scholar:

Congratulations on completing English 3 HL 1, your first year of the Language A: Literature course in the International
Baccalaureate program!  As we continue this journey in English 4 HL 2, I look forward to reading and analyzing literature that
presents diverse cultures and perspectives that enable you to think critically and provide you the opportunity to develop further
your written and oral expression.

As we continue an enriching and rigorous curriculum in order to complete the IB assessments required this second year, the
Summer Reading Assignment (SRA) is designed not only to engage each of you in critical reading strategies that will result in
advanced levels of analysis and commentary, but also to provide a commencement for the literature and assessments that
must be covered in a specified time period.

Therefore, please carefully read and critically annotate BOTH Things Fall Apart by Chinua Achebe AND Half of a Yellow
Sun by Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie. Having received a strong analytical foundation this year in English 3 HL 1, remember to
focus on original and meaningful annotations, not those from external sources, such as Wikipedia, Schmoop, or SparkNotes.
Additionally, keep a personal log of the various literary devices, themes, and global issues you see developing throughout each
of the works.

Upon your return to THHS in August and within the first few days of school, all students will be required to complete an
objective/written exam on these SRA selections.  Please bring these literary selections to class on the first day of school.

Furthermore, please be certain to retain all copies of literature read and analyzed AND all work completed in English 3 HL 1
with Mr. Silvey, as the assessments will require you to be familiar with literary selections studied throughout the two-year
program.  Diploma candidates are now required to maintain an IB Learner’s Portfolio.  This portfolio/notebook will be
instrumental to your planning and preparations for the various written and oral assessments.  Upon your return in August, you
will receive more specific instructions regarding the creation and organization of this IB Learner’s Portfolio, but creating a file
(digital or physical) to “house” your work from this year will save you time and frustration.

Lastly, if you need assistance obtaining a copy of the SRA selections, making additional reading selections for “beyond”
reading, or addressing concerns with your HL or Extended Essay,  please do not hesitate to email me: holmesi@svusd.org.

Enjoy your summer! I look forward to our year together in English 4 HL 2.

Sincerely,

Mrs. Holmes

Mission Statement:

By creating a safe, dynamic, and diverse educational environment, the Trabuco Hills High School community will
provide all students with learning experiences that foster the academic foundation, self-discipline, and social skills

necessary to become life-long learners and productive citizens in our ever-changing world.
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